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The businessman is killed. . The sniper is revealed to be Mohan Bhargava (Akshay Kumar). . Mohan Bhargava then turns
the gun on his father-in-law (Irrfan Khan), who had asked him to kill the businessman, but the business man is killed by the

sniper. Imran (2010) Sanjay Dutt Full Movie HD. Mission (2010) Sanjay Dutt Full Movie HD. It is about three senior
police officers whose friendship is threatened when they discover that a colleague is involved in corruption. . The trio aim
to destroy him. . Imran Khan plays one of the police officers, while Sanjay Dutt plays his friend. Khel Cho Khel Mehfil
(2010) Sanjay Dutt Full Movie HD. Bullett Raja (2010) Sanjay Dutt Full Movie HD. Hindustani (2010) Sanjay Dutt Full

Movie HD. It is a remake of the 1996 Malayalam film " Aadyavar" (also known as "Bachelor"). . The original was directed
by Joshiy. A. R. Rahman and Aasif Qureshi wrote the songs in the remake. It stars Sanjay Dutt, Saif Ali Khan, Urmila

Matondkar, Om Puri, Tota Roy Chowdhury, Nagma, Atul Kulkarni and Paresh Rawal. The Avenger (2010) Sanjay Dutt
Full Movie HD. It is about a girl named Harsha (played by Tanisha) who loves to wear red color clothes. . Harsha's love

interest is also a red clad man and he hates Harsha for wearing red clothes. . This man then leads Harsha to a dead body and
tells her that it is his dead brother. . The man is Ashok (played by Sanjay Dutt), who is in love with Harsha. . Ashok wants
to pretend that his brother is still alive. . This leads to a murder of the actual brother (who is in fact alive and Ashok's real
brother). . The brother is killed by Harsha, who also pretends that she knows nothing. . Later, Harsha realises that Ashok

was in love with her. Moksh (2010) Sanjay Dutt
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Knockout: Directed by Mani Shankar. Sanjay Dutt, Irrfan Khan, Kangana Ranaut, Gulshan Grover. Hidden with a
mysterious plan, a sniper is holding a . Director Mani Shankar, director and screenwriter of the film, in collaboration with
Sindh Films, presents the film "Knockout" (Final Knockout) as the first of their fffad4f19a
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